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By Arnold Petersen 
In this highly informative address, 
the National Secretary of the Social-
ist Labor Party discusses the impact 
of De Leon's ideas on Lenin's think-
ing, shows that aspects of "Lenin-
ism'' are in conflict with principles 
of Marx, and proves that the Krem-
lin's claim that Russia is a Socialist 
country is a false claim. 
Included in this pamphlet is an 
article by Arnold Petersen, written 
shortly after the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion, in which it is pointed out that 
Socialism could not triumph in a 
country as backward as Russia was 
in 1917. Events have fully vindicated 
this forecast. 
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()ollectiv1.sm., duprived of the funda-
mental principles of fraternity and 
..self-government, is by the very natu'fe 
-0/ things a liberty-sapping doctrine. 
-Georg Brandes 
1. Daniel De Leon and 
The Revolution of 1905 
Once again we are gathered to commemorate the 
birth of the great American social scientist and Manist 
scholar, Daniel De Leon. The IO 5 years that have 
passed since he was born span an entire epoch, the 
beginning of which roughly marked the emergence of 
capitalism on an international scale. Never before in 
history has a comparable period witnessed so many 
world-shaking events as have taken place since mid-
Nineteenth Century, and particularly during the past 
50 years. One need only enumerate a few to realize 
the magnitude of the events and their impact upon 
social and economic development. But a few years be-
fore De Leon's birth all Europe was swept by revolu-
tions which upset the old order in all ibut a few Euro-
pean countries. The great American Civil War set in 
motion forces which started the United States on its 
penetration and virtual economic conquest of the civil-
ized world, hastening the economic development of all 
the important capitalist nations, a development which 
culminated in the outbreak of the first World vVar 
m 19q. 
Great wars are invariably followed by social up-
heavals, sometimes followed by revolutions in one or 
more countries. Certainly World War I proved no 
exception, for even before the war had come to a close, 
there occurred an event which shook the world of capi-
talism to its foundations, and for a while threatened 
to overthrow it altogether. I refer, of course, to the 
I. 
Russian Revolution, the 4oth anniversary of which is 
being currently commemorated by those who supposed-
ly represent the ideals and aims of that revolution. 
Then followed World War II, with its terrible global 
destructiveness and the chain of world-shaking events 
which it set in motion, neeciing no enumeration here. 
COMPARES RUSSIA WITH FRANCE IN '89 
The coincidence of this .Pe Leon birthday celebra-
tion and the Russian Revolution anniversary reminds 
us that De Leon found himself deeply preocc~pied with 
the stirring events that took place in Russia in r 90 5 
and that, incidentally, followed the defeat of Russia by 
Japan in I 90 S. In a series of brilliant editorials De 
Leon analyzed the outstanding events of wha.t has 
sometimes been called the first Russian Revolution, but 
which in any case constituted the forerunner of the 
I 9 I 7 revolutions. 
However, as early as I 892, De Leon wrote an . 
editorial in which he commented .on the great Russian 
famine of that period (I 891-1893), saying in part: 
"To the student of history, the present situation 
in Russia bears a striking resemblance to the internal 
conditions in France in r 7 89. Both present to his view 
an exhausted nation, an obstinate monarchy, a corrupt 
nobility, an aspiring middle class [i.e., rising capitalist 
class J, a pauperized peasantry and a starving prole-
tariat. That history may repeat itself in the impending 
drama cannot, however, be expected. The similarity 
is not perfect in every particular .... In France, the 
proletariat followed the bourgeoisie and fought the 
battles which finally enthroned the latter, while leaving 
the former in political dependence and economic servi-
tude. It remains to be seen if the ignorant masses of 
Russia, in the light that may be brought to · them by 
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modern Socialism, can do better than did the French 
proletariat when it was just as ignorant and kad not the 
same light to guide it." . 
Events, as we know, ~ook a different course, and 
it was not until I 90 5 that the gathering forces ex-
ploded. Early in 1904, while the war with Japan was 
raging, De Leon wrote: . 
" ... as to Russia [it may be said], the war will 
ultimately redound to its people's favor, whether it 
wins or loses; in either case, although more so if it 
loses, the war will oontri,bute in waking up the 
masses from their torpor. Once awakened, there is no 
telling whither people will go, except that they will go 
toward light and not toward darkness." 
All thit gs being relative, it may be said that the 
people did go toward light in 1917, though that light 
was soon to be dimmed, and all but extinguished. 
DE LEON FORECAST DOWNFALL OF CzAR 
Late.r in the same year De Leon considered 1sev-
eral possible developments as a result of the gathering 
clouds in the Czar's rotten empire. He questioned the 
ripeness of the times, and considered the "second pos-
sibility" as being the more likely. And in the light of 
what actually happened in I 9 I 7, his r 904 comments 
take on a prophetic quality: 
"The second possi1bility," De Leon wrote, "is that 
the Czar's immediate circle may be seized with the 
sense of demoralization that seized the Duke of Bro-
glie and Louis XVI's nobility generally. In that event, 
all depends upon the momentum which the revolution-
whether bourgeois or otherwise-has attained in Russia. 
If it has [attained sufficient momentum J, then vacilla-
tion will mark the Czar's councils. One day there will 
be concessions that may tend to pacify the people, the 
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next day 4cts will irritate . them; and the e.xplosion wil1 
follow. · The throne will be ov erthrown; the Czar will 
flee; and Russia ·will st:1rt a new !if e:" 
As will be noted, this r'eads like an accou11t of the 
events that immediately followed the bourgeois and 
Bolshevik revolutions in 1917. But the . time was not 
ripe in i9o_s, though Czarist Russia was corrupt to the 
core. The lease of life given to the rotten Czarist 
regime it owed largely to international finance, which 
had a big stake in that regime. Yet capitalists in gen-
eral would have preferred a stable bourgeois regime 
instead of the Cz~rist government. But revolution -
even their own kind of revolution - holds a terror for 
capitalists, ever in trembling fear of risking their in-
vest~nents a~d anticipated profits. . 
And so the moment passed, and for the time being 
Russi:l;n despotism felt saf~ in the saddle again . 
. DE LEON W.'\TC'I-IES CAUSE AND EFFECT 
For a while yet De Leon kept his eye on events 
in Russia, never doubting that it "vould lbe only a matter 
of time until another revolt would threaten Czarist des-
potism. In December of 190.s he wrote: 
''The capitalist world stands with open-mouthed 
astonishment at the tidings from Russia ... Russia, that 
country whose own leading men, [Count] Witte among 
them, pronounced utterly unfit for aught but despotic 
government, that Russia is displaying a degree of as-
piration and of organization that seems marvelous." 
De I ... eon went on to explain the transformation 
which Russia was undergoing as a result of the impact 
of international capitalism on its development. "Capi-
talist exploitation quickened the latent sense of solidar-
ity and by its very cruelty rent the clouds of despair 
and ~n'i'Oke aspirations that never otherwise could have 
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warmed th e heart .... The inevitable chain of social 
ca.use and effect compelled Russian feudalism to shelter 
capitalism; in its turn, capitatism prepared the ground 
for revolution." 
Again, with prophetic insight - or rather, with 
the prescience which Marxian science bestows on its 
practitioner - De Leon forecast what might, what 
likely would happen in Russia within the foreseeable 
future. Contemplating the probability of the overthrow 
of the Romanoff dynasty, he observ'ed that such an 
overthrow "would mean infinitely more than the mere 
establishment of a bourgeois government," and yet, 
noting the anomaly of a pmletarian revolution in a 
country so backward as Russia, he asked: "Is it to be?" 
And he continued: 
"The theory has hitherto been that the social revo-
lution would break out first in the most capitalistically 
developed nations, and then pull up the others. Was 
there a flaw [he asked] in this theory? Are facts about 
to he produced to r everse the theory, and show that 
the impulse is to come from the opposite direction?" 
Actually, De L eon kn ew there was no flaw in the 
Marxist theory of the social revolution's taking place, 
and bring carried to completion, in the most highly 
industrialized nations; and if he had lived three or 
four years more he would have had visual demonstra-
tion of the soundness of the Marxist theory in this 
respect. For, though politically the Russian Socialists 
emerged victorious in I 9 r 7 (following the bourgeois 
reyolution), the hour of their political victory was the 
hour of their defeat, as Stalinism with such terrible 
thoroughness subsequently demonstrated, and as the 
present anti-Marxist despotic regime in Soviet Russia 
(and satellit r. ~) has confirmed. 
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Nikolai Lenin 
He fo,lsely cla-!-rned tha.t Marx described "Socialism" 
a.nd "Gommnni.sm" a.s two separate phases in the 
development of society. 
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2. February and October Revolutions 
Czarism, on the eve of World War I, was more 
than ever ripe for overthrow. When .th~ war broke out, 
with Russia on the side of Western .capitalism against 
the Central European Powers, it was ill prepared for 
the long contest. The Russian soldiers are reportedly 
brave, but in the circumstances they were no match for 
the highly trained Austrian and German armies. And 
the corrupt Czarist government was utterly incapable 
of waging a war on a grand scale. Toward the end of 
I 9 I 6 and early in 19 I 7, the Czarist regime was ap-
proaching cu1lapse, and the war was going very badly. 
The Allied Powers were frightened lest the fall of the 
Czar might take Russia out of the war. But it was 
too late for ' the re forming and saving of the Russian 
autocracy. 
Trotsky, in his "History of the Russian Revolu-
tion," wrote: "During the first two months of 1917 
Russia was still a Romanoff monarchy. Eight months 
later the Bolsheviks stood at the helm. They were little 
known to anybody when the yea.r began, and their 
leaders were ·~till under indictment for State treason 
when they came to power." 
But before this happened there was the February 
Revolution which brought into being the bourgeois or 
provisional government, subsequently headed by Alex-
ander Kerensky! On March 12 (March I 2 1by our 
calendar, February 2 7 hy the old Russian calendar.), 
the Czar vns overthrown, and the Petiiograd (or 
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Leningrad) Soviet was formed. On April I 6, Lenin 
arrived in Petrograd, and the next day he presented 
his so-caJled "April Theses,'' which Trotsky briefly 
summarized, and from which I quote: 
'The republic which has issued from the Feb-
ruary Revolution is not our republic, and the war 
\vhich it · is nm:v waging i's not our war. The task of 
the Bolsheviks is to overthrow the imperialist 
government. ... " 
CAPITALIST HOPES COLLAPSE 
The February Revolution brought consternation, 
yet at the same time joy to all the Western govern-
ments, and proibably a mea1sure of hope to the Kaiser's 
regime. American capitalism hailed it with satisfaction, 
hoping that the new regime would wage the war 
'!-gainst Germany more effectively. President Wilson 
dispatched a mission headed by the cra.fty Elihu Root, 
with a message to the Provisional Government, de-
signeci to confer prestige on the provisional regime, 
with the expectation of keeping Russia in the war. Ke-
rensky, who visited the front, reported that "a wave 
of enthusiasm was growing and spreading in the army," 
etc., ttc. 
On July 2 r, Kerensky hecame Premier of the 
Provisional Government, and meanwhile the unrest 
increased, violent outbreaks against the government 
taking place during the summer and fall. 
Finally, the Provisional Government fell, and on 
November 7 (October 2 5, Russian Calendar) the 
Soviet Hepublic was proclaimed, and Lenin was elected 
Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars. 
If the ·February Revolution was hailed with joy 
by the capitalists and their governmdits, the October 
(November 7), or Bolshevik, Revolution was received 
with w·oe and anguish by capitalist rulers everywhere. 
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Arno Dosch-Flcurot, New York IV orld reporter, sent 
a series of dispatches to his paper, reporting the pro-
gress of the struggle under blazing headlines. One 
read: "Lack of Ba.ckbone Shown by Middle Cla·ss to 
Blame for Deep Unrest in Russia." Another read: 
"Classconsciousness Behind Russian Revolution to 
Blame foi: Internal Disorganization." And so forth. 
The Bolshevik government came into power with 
the pledge of ending the war, and distributing the land 
to the peasants, plus the general promise implicit in 
supposedly establishing Socialism. On March 3, I 9 I 8, 
a peace treaty 'va5 signed with the Central Powers at 
Brest-Litovsk ~ and, of all things, on March I I Presi-
dent Wils.on wired congratulations to the Congress of 
Soviets! • 
MARXIST POSITION 0::\1" PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP 
Having gained power, Lenin and his fellow Bol-
sheviks began their real struggle. To the trained Marx-
ist it was clear at the outset that it was impossible to 
establish Socialism in a country as backward as Russia. 
Lenin realized fully that this would be impossible with-
out social revolutions in the important Western capi-
talist countries. In an address delivered before the 
I oth Congress of the Communist Party, March I 5, 
1921! he said: 
"In a country where the majority of the popula-
tion is composed of small farmers, a Socialist re-
volution must pass through a numlber of transi-
tion:il stages which would be altogether unneces-
sary in the highly developed capitalist countries, 
where the majority of the population is made up 
of hired workers in industry and in agriculture. 
In these latter countries, where the capitalist sys-
tem has reached a high state of development, there 
is a class of fa rm la.borers which has been in the 
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process of formation for decades. Socially, eco-
nomically and politically, this class can serve as a 
mainstay in the period of immediate transition to-
\"":'ard Socialism. In those countries where this class 
of hired laborers has reached· a sufficiently high 
stage of development, the transition from capital-
ism to Socialism is possible. 'In Russia matters are 
di ff crent. Here we have a minority of industrial 
workers ;rnd an overwhelming majority of sma11 
farms. This distinction we have emphasized in a 
number of hooks. in all our speeches and in our 
press. The final triumph of the social revolution 
in a country like ours depends upon two conditions. 
Firstly, it must have the timely support of a social 
revolution in one or several of the advanced coun-
tries. Before this has been achieved the other con-
dition must come to the front, namely, the neces-
sity of an agreement between the proletariat carry-
ing on the dictatorship or holding the power of 
government in its hands, and the majority of the 
peasant population .. . . Pending the social revo-
lution in other countries, the safety of the social 
revolution in H.ussia lies in an agre~ment between 
the workers and the pea<;ants." 
Note here these t\VO important admissions: ( 1) 
that in a backward country like Russia in 1921 a tran-
sition reriod is necessary, hence a "proletarian dicta-
torship" unavoidable: and ( 2) that in highly indus-
trialized capitalist countries no such transitional period 
is neede<l, hence no "proletarian dictatorship" is r~­
quired. This, of course, is the Marxist position. And it 
is to be remembered that Marx and Engels viewed the 
dictatorshio of the proletariat with the same or similar 
conditions in mind - that of an, as yet, insuffi.cient in-
dustrial development in the capitali;t countries under 
consideration. 
IO 
No Soc1A1.1sM IN Russ1A 
But from thi·s it fol1ows that when a nation (such 
as Ruf<;ia.) has reached the stage of a high degree of 
industrial _(technological) development there is no jus-
tification for maintaining a dictatorship, no excuse for 
adhering to capitalist practices, no excuse for preserv-
ing the State, etc., etc. Yet we know that all these 
things persist in the Soviet Union to this very day. 
vVhy? I'he explanation is simple: There is no Socialism 
in Rus~ia, and there never has been! There was a sin-
cere and determined effort to establish Socialism ·in 
Russia by Lenin and his associates, but the attempt was 
virtuallv abandoned when Lenin died, and Stalin & Co., 
far from pursuing the effort, saw to it that all hopes 
in this regard were thoroughly blasted. For what we 
see in Russia (and the satellite countries) today is a 
ruthless ruling*cl~ss despotism and a working class "ub-
jected to a form of servitude best described as economic 
serfdom - economic serfdom as the logical counter-
part to a poorly disguised industrial feudalism that was 
so 1brilliantly envisioned by Daniel De Leon, though it 
i·ssued from a situation which De Leon did not con-
template. · 
l l 
Neither he nor Engels ever differentiated 
between the meaning of "Socialism" and 
"Communism:') To :Marx and Engels both terms 
described the classless) State-less} collective 
society that wou.ld supersede capitalism. 
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3. Lenin and De Leon 
The one outstanding proof of the reactionary 
character of the Soviet regime is the maintenance and, 
indeed, strengthening of the political State. It is a car-
dinal principle of Marxism that where there is a State 
there is no Socialism, and, conversely, where Socialism 
is there is no State. Marx has summed it up crisply: 
"The existence of the State is inseparable from the 
existence of slavery." If that is true (and what sound 
Marxist would deny it?), then Marx, so to speak, is 
telling the Stalinist rulers that slavery prevails today in 
Soviet Russia and in the satellite countries l 
Lenin in particular has emphasized the correct-
ness of this Marxist contention; hence his repeated 
declarations that the attempt to establish Socialism in 
R1ussia would fail unless backed by revolutions in fully 
developed capitalist countries. In his well-known thesis 
on "Bourgeois Democracy and Proletarian Dictator-
ship," he wrote: 
"The proletarian State is like every other 
State, an apparatus of suppres·sion, but it is di-
rected against the enemy of the working class. Its 
aim is to break and render impossible the resist-
ance of the profiteer .... In the measure that the 
resistance of the bourgeoisie becomes broken that 
class will he expropriated ... the dictatorship of 
the proletariat vanishing, the 'State' dying out, and 
with it class distinction itself." 
There is no bourgeoisie, in the traditional sense, 
in Russia today, there is no bourgeoisie to be expro-
priated, no capitalist "profiteer" to break - yet, the 
State is stronger and more powerful than ever, and 
the dictator·ship as unyielding as ever. Again, why? The 
answer, of course, is that the bureaucracy has taken 
the place of the bourgeoisie as the exploiters of Rus-
sian la1bor, class relations remain and are scarcely dis-
guised; htnl'.e the persistem:e of the State as the a.p-
pa ratus for suppressing the exploited working class. 
PERCEIVFD DE LEON'S GREATNESS 
It seems hardly necessary to say that the mon-
strosity called Soviet Russia today is not the Socialism 
visualized 1by Lenin, and certainly not by Marx! For, 
however we may criticize Lenin on this or that score, 
he was a Marxist who was dedicated to the cause of 
the proletariat. And we know that he had been pro-
foundly impressed by De Leon and his great contribu-
tion to Marxism. 
Lenin's acknowledgements of De Leon's great-
ness as a Marxist have been cited often in SLP litera- • 
ture, but the present occasion would seem to justify 
doing so again. These statements were made by per-
sons who in no sense could 1be charged with being 
prejudiced in favor of De Leon or the SLP, some of 
them being partisans of Lenin and others, th<; journal-
ists, merely reporting what they heard or observed. 
Their testimonies are unimpeachable, each of' them 
confirming independently and in substance what the 
others had been told. It is important to note this be-
cause the successors of Lenin have tried desperately 
to belittle these reports, 'Of they resorted to the cheap-
est sophistry, until apparently it wais decided to "dis-
pose" of them by imposing a conspiracy of silence. 
These efforts, this conspiracy of silence, can only mean 
that the Stalinists everywhere realized the profound 
significance of Lenin's endorsements of De Leon's con-
tribution to Marxism-realized that they either had 
to repudiate Lenin . openly (they had already done so 
in practice)~ or recognize De Le·on's contribution to 
Marxism. To do the former they dared not. To do the 
latter would ·be to admit their own moral and intellec-
tual bankruptcy, as well as cohstituting a repudiation of 
the crew of SVi'indlers and liars who call themselves 
the American "Communist party." If they had really 
be-en l\!Iarxists--himest and dedicated Marxists-
they would obviously have accepted the logic -0f Lenin's 
recognition of De Leon and acted accordingly. Since 
they we rt not, and are not Marxists, they naturally 
did what all anti-Marxists do when forced to the '''all 
-resorted to slander and vilifications. And this, we 
know, they have done in full measure. 
The first witness is the American journalist, Arno 
Dosch-Fleurot, who so vividly reported for his paper, 
the New York IP orld, the events that led to the Bol-
shevik Revolution, and those following in the period 
immediately thereafter . .In the 117 orld of Jan. 3 I, 
I 9 I 8, Dosch-Fleurot wrote: 
"Daniel De Leon, late head of the Socialist 
Labor Party in America, is playing, through his 
writings, an important part in the c-0nstruction of 
a Socialist State in Russia. The Bolshevik leaders 
are finding his ideas of an industrial State in ad-
vance of Karl Marx's theories. 
'
1Lenin, closing his speech on the adoption of 
the Rights of Workers Bill in the Congress [of 
Soviets J, show·ed the influence of De Leon, whose 
governmental construction on the ha-sis of indus-
tries, fits admira:blv into the Soviet construction 
of the State now f~rming in Russia. De Leon is 
reallv the first American Socialist to affect Euro-
pean· thought." 
The second witness is Arthur Ransome, a dis-
tingui~heci British writer who wrote a book widely read 
at the time, "Six Weeks in Russia in 1919." In this 
book he reported Lenin as having said that-.-
" ... he [Lenin] had read in an English So-
cialist paper [probably the British SLP organ, 
The Socialistl a comparison of his .own theories 
with those of an American, Daniel De Leon. He 
had then tborrovn~d some of De Leon's pamphlets 
from Reinstein (who belongs [had belonged] to 
the party which De Leon founded in America [the 
SLP] ) , read them for the first time, and was 
amazed to see how far and how early De Leon 
had pursued the same train of thought as the Rus-
sians. His [De Leon's] theory that representation 
should be b~1 indmtri~s, not by areas, was already 
the: germ of the Soviet system .... Some days af-
terwards I noticed that Lenin had introduced a 
few phrases of De Leon: as if to do honor to his 
memory, into the draft for the new program of 
the Communist party." 
Just imagine Stalin or Khrushchev introducing "a 
few phrases of De Leon" in one of their writings! As 
well imagine a Catholic prelate introducing into a ser-
mon one of Luther's 95 theses against the Papacy! 
TESTIMONY OF MINOR AND REED 
The third witne<;s is the late Robert Minor, later 
ardent Stalinist and, of course, no friend of De Leon 
or the SLP. Minor reported: 
"The American De Leon first formulated the 
idea of a Soviet government which grew up on his 
idea.. Future society [Lenin said] will be organ-
ized along Soviet [that is, occupational] lines. 
There will he Soviet [that is, industrial] rather 
than geographical boundaries for nations. Indus-
trial Unionism is the ha sic thing. That is what we 
[the Russians] are building." (New York World, 
16 
Feb. 8, I 9 19.) 
·Again, in the New York Call (Socialist Partv 
Daily) «1f June 2:), 1919, Robert Minor reported 
Lenin as having said: 
""T'he constituency of future society shall be 
defined1 not upon geographical lines, but upon the 
lines of industrial unionism .... With central (en-
forced) authority it ·would amount to the program 
of the American Socialist Labor Party as set forth 
iby Daniel De Leon." 
I remind you again that Minor wa·s no friend of 
the SLP, or of De Leon - indeed, in later years he 
became one of the most vicious vilifiers of the Party 
and of its distinguished founder's principles and pro-
gram. All the more impressive, then, is Minor's tes-
timony in this respect. · 
The fourth witness is John Reed, author of the 
well-known book, "Ten Days That Shook the World," 
and also no friend of De Leon or the SLP. Reed re-
ported to the SLP on May 4, 19 I 8: 
"Premier Lenin is a great admirer of Daniel 
De Leon, considering him the greatest of modern 
Socialists -- the only one who has added anything 
to Socialist thought since Marx [mark that: the 
ONLY one 1 ... It is Lenin's opinion that the In-
<lustria 1 'State' as conceived by De Leon wil1 ul-
timately have to be the form of government in 
Russia." 
''Ultimately'' - yes. But not if the Stalins and 
Khrushchevs have any determination in the matter! 
These substantially identical reports from diverse 
personalities prove beyond doubt that had Lenin lived 
another 20 years or so (he was only ~ 4 when he died)-
events in Russia would almost certainly have taken a 
course far different from the one followed under the 
charlatan and de.spot Stalin - and now under the crude 
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bully Khrushchev. And only a fool or a crook would 
chargt that these four men ( Dosch-Fleurot, Ransome, 
M'inor and Reed) entered into a conspiracy to report 
something which they, for no reason at all, made up 
themselves! 
LENIN's INTERVIEW \VITH CoL. RoBINs 
But there is more evidence that Lenin fully ac-
cepted De Leon's idea of industrial representation in 
future society. Colonel Raymond Robins was a well-
known and highly respected American capitalist rep-
resentative who visited Russia in I 9 I 9. Colonel Ro'bins 
succeeded in arranging for an interview with Lenin, 
and what folJows are excerpts from that interview. 
Lenin is quoted as having said that "political social 
control [that is. the State J will die," and he added that 
the "political ·system" (ref erring particularly to the 
United States) is antiquated, and that it will eventually 
be destroyed iby the Socialist system. And he went on 
to explain: 
"Our svstem \vill destroy yours because it will 
consist of social control which recognizes the basic 
fact of modern life. It recognizes the fact that real 
power today is er.anomic, and that the social con-
trol of today must therefore be economic also. So 
vvhat do we . <lo? Who will he our representatives 
in our national legislature, in our national Soviet, 
from the <listrict of Baku, for instance? 
"The <listrict of Baku is an oil country. Oil 
makes Baku. Oil rules Baku. Our representatives 
fr0m Baku will be elected by the oil industry. 
They will he elected by the workers in the oil in-
dustry. You say, ,Nho are the workers? I say, The 
men who manage and the men \Vho obey the or-
ders of m·magers 1 the superintendents, the engi-· 
neers, the ci.rtisans, the manual laborers-all the 
persons \Vho are actually engaged in the actual 
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work of production, hy brain or hand - they are 
the workers. Persons net so engaged - persons 
who are not at labor in the oil industry, but who 
.try to live off it without labor, by speculation, by 
royalties, by investments unaccompanied by any 
work of daily toil - they are not workers. They 
may know something about oil or they may not. 
Usually they <lo not. In any case, they are not 
engaged in the actual pmducing of oil. Our repub-
lic i·s a producers' republic." 
Lenin concluded - and one almost seems to hear 
De Leon's voice in these words: 
''This system is stronger than yours because 
it fits in with reality .... Our government will be 
economic [i.e., industrial] social control for an 
economic age. It will triumph because it speaks 
the spirit, and releases and uses the spirit of the 
age that now is." 
Thus spake Lenin in the spirit of the great and 
far-seeing De Leon. What Lenin outlined was, how-
ever, more of a vision than reality. He forecast what 
would be, what should be in Rus·sia in the days to come. 
But, as we know, he was shamefully betrayed by the 
adventurers, charlatans· and incompetents who followed 
him, for nowhere in the vast Russian empire is there · 
tod;iy anything that remotely resembles Lenin's So-
cialist Industrial Union vision. And though nearly 40 
years have passed since Lenin spoke those words to 
Colonel Robins, there is not only no indication that 
the present Stalinist ruling class has any thought of 
putting Lenin'~ \Vords into practice, but, even worse, 
it has succeeded in turning the wheel of progress 
backward, Soviet Russia being farther than ever re-
moved from the ideal condition envisioned and so 
graphica1Iy presented to Colonel Robins by Lenin, ex ... 
cept in the economic respect. But that is another story. 
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When at last it {the State] becomes the real 
representative of the whole of society) it 
renders itself unnecessary. As soon as there 
is no longer any social class to be held in 
subjection .... a State is no Zonger neces-
sary .... The State is not "abolished.n 
It dies out. 
--FREDERICK ENGELS 
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4. Lenin's Distortions of Marx 
Having given credit to Lenin where credit was due, 
i now find it necessary to show that in certain important 
respects he distorted Marxism and to that extent cor-
rupted the Russian movement and revolutionary think-
ing, followed tby similar corruption elsewhere, par-
ticularly among the American robots, who mechanically 
and stupidly toed the Bolshevik line, down to the most 
trivial details, regardless of different conditions and 
changed cirrumstances. In so doing Lenin lent justifica-
tion- at least to a very considerable extent-to Stalin's 
corrupt and despotic practices, for if L enin could ap-
prove of certain theories and practices, surely his fol-
lowers were fully justified in imitating him! In a moral 
sense perhaps the most r eprehensible of his acts was 
the approval and practice of the Machiavel1ian princi-
ple: the end justifies the means. As Lenin put it in his 
pamphlet, '' 'Left \Ving' Communism: An Infantile 
Disorder": 
'
1lt is necessary . .. to go the whole length of 
any sacrifice, if need be, to resort to strategy and 
adroitness, illegal proceedings, reticence and sub-
terfuge, to anything in order to penetrate into the 
trade unions, remain in them, and carry on Com-
munist work inside them, at any cost." 
And he added clse,vhere: 
"For us morality is ·mbordinated to the inter-
ests of the class strugg) e of the proletariat." 
Thi·s is a clear directive to his followers that they 
should feel justified in committing any crime they might 
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_deem necessary (including theft, mayhem and murder) 
in order to achieve a certain end, ·5o long as the perpe-
trator satisfied himself that he was doing it in "the 
interests of the class struggle of the proletariat.'' 
Scoundrels or fanatics have no difficulty in satisfying 
themselves in this respect, as the Stalinists and Khrush-
chevists have so fully demonstrated. The principle of 
''the end justifying the means" is perhaps the most 
vicious doctrine advanced in anv cause, whether it be 
by a Machiavelli, a Loyo]a or ~ Lenin. It is corrupt, 
corrupting and degrading, and it is so above all in the 
cause of proletarian emancipation. It corrupts the 
movement which adopts it, and it degrades the in-
dividuals who practice it. It is part and parcel of class 
rule. Marxism will have none of it. · 
THE MOR/\LITY OF SOCIALISM 
This is not 2 question of "bourgeois morality" or 
"respectability." It has nothing to do with these. So-
cialism is the ~arrier of the highest kind of morality, a 
morality that rejects with scorn the standards observed 
by capitalism as quite distinct from those we observe 
(and preserve) in the mainstream of civilization-a 
civilization that has been advanced by the greatest 
thinkers and noblest minds of all ages - , a ibasic 
morality that belongs to no particular period in his-
tory, and that Socialism will elevate to an even higher 
p]a~e, in a process of ever greater refinement and 
nobility. 
How very different from Lenin's was De Leon's 
~onception. As he said in his great work, "Two Pages 
From Roman History'': "The proletarian revolution 
deals not in double sense" - nor, we may add, in 
double talk. "The proletarian revolution is a charatter-
builder," he said, and added: 
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"It [the Socialist movement 1 must be intent 
upon promoting rhe character and moral fiber of 
the mass. Ch:uacterfulness is a distinctive mark 
of the proletarian revolution." 
The frequency and earnestness with which De 
Leon adverted to this subject testify to the great im-
portance he attached to it. And indeed its importance 
cannot 1be exaggerated. As he also said on another 
ncca·s1on: 
"The bona fide movement of labor may not 
'adopt' the methods of the capitalist class in the 
class war. The labor movement must, on the con-
trary, place itself upon the highest plane civiliza-
tion has reached. It must insist upon enforce-
ment of civilized methods, and it must do so in 
the way that civilized man does." 
This is the voice of the higher civilization, with 
which M\rxian Socialism is instinct, as opposed to the 
crude and raucous voice of regressive Stalinist 
barbarism, and the slightly more refined, but no less 
reactionary voice of plutocratic capitalism. 
LENIN'S FRA UDUI.ENT INVENTION 
It has become an article of faith with every blind 
worshiper of Lenin that Socialism is established in the 
Soviet Union, and that this "Socialism" constitutes the 
first or initial stage of Communism - · and I use the 
term here in its scientific Marxist sense. Every Stalin-
ist robot throughout the world echoes this nonsense 
without variation, and considers it (as he has been 
taught) good, sound Marxism, though unconsciously 
its fraudulence is acknowledged by calling it "Marx-
ism-Leninism." Lenin is guilty of having perpetrated 
this fraud, though his reason for doing it remains 
somewhat obscure. However, the reason for its hav-
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ing been picked up by Stalin and his robots is not at 
all obscure. For it is used as a justification for labeling 
the Russian setup as "Socialism," which, so the ra-
tionalization goes, is that lower stage of post-capital-
ism which precedes "Communism." 
In his pamphlet, "The State and Revolution," 
Lenin developed this fantasy at some length. Quoting 
from Marx·s ''The Gotha Program," he discussed the 
so-called ''first phase of Communist society" and "the 
higher phase of Communist society." (Marx used the 
word "Communist" in the sense of what we today call 
"Socialism," Marxian Socialism--the two words, his-
torically speaking, meaning exactly the same thing.) 
In the course of his dissertation, Lenin observed: 
"And here we come to that question of the 
scientific difference ·between Socialism and Com-
munism ... the scientific difference between Social-
ism and Communism is cl ear [ !J. That which is 
gencr?.lly called Socialism is termed by Marx the 
first or lower phase of Communist society." 
The brashness with which Lenin projects his 
fraudulent invention that there is a "scientific differ-
ence between Socialism and Communism," invoking 
l\1a rx as his authoritv for this "scientific difference," 
takes one's bn~ath way! For Marx never-I repeat, 
never-made anv such distinction. He did refer to 
Communism (meaning what Marxists today call So-
ciaUsm) "as it is just issuing out of capitalism." SU1bse-
quently Marx speaks of "the higher phase of Com-
munist society," still speaking of one and the same 
society and meaning by that Socialism, a·s Marx con-
ceived it, and as it is known and advocated today by 
the SLP. Marx, of course, says nothing (nor does he 
suggest anything) whatever about any "scientific dif-
ference" between the first and the higher stage-the 
difference being one of degree only! But Lenin un-
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blushingly and deftly transmogrifies that difference of 
degree into a "scientific difference" between "Social-
ism" and "Communism," and his corrupt or mindless 
followers of today repeat the nonsense in accents of 
never-ending 1-nonotony ! 
How THE FRAUD HAs AIDED REACTION 
As I said before, whatever Lenin may have in-
tended whrn he thus distorted Marx and Marxism, 
his successors, notably Stalin and Khrushchev, seized 
upon the fraud, and worked it for all it was worth for 
their own despotic. anti-Marxist purposes. In carrying 
Lenin's distortion of Marx forward, they have freely 
indulged :n the most brazen double sense and double 
talk. using the term ''Socialism" (as distorted by 
Lenin) as an explanation for maintaining the State, 
the price and vvage system, and the other typical capi-
talist trappings that prevail in Russia today. They 
"point with pride" to their having achieved "Social-
ism" in Russia, while in fact after 40 years they 
haven't caught up with the United States, except per-
haps technologically; but that, as I said before, is 
another story! 
But, aside from having served anti-Marxist pur-
poses for the Russian 1bure:rncratic despots, the Lenin 
fraud has given incalcu1able aid to the exploiters of 
labor by furnishin~ them with the opportunity to point 
to the barbarous practices in Soviet Russia and satel-
lite countries, an<l to say to their own exploited work-
ers: "Look-there is your Socialism-and how do you 
like it?" In this. as in other respects, the Stalinist 
swindlers have proved themselves stout allies of West-
ern capitalism, thereby unquestionably having helped 
to prolong class rule everywhere. 
In other respects the Soviet ruling class has been 
powerfullv instrumental in saving international capi-
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talism from collapse. For1 if it had not been for the 
threats and blusters of the Soviet imperialist rulers, 
the Western imperialists -- especially the American 
plutocracy--·would have lacked a p]ausible excuse for 
~.pending billions upon 1billions for armaments and nu· 
dear weapons, expenditures which have · saved the 
economy from cracking up and which provided this 
country and its allies \-Vith the much boasted phony 
prosperity. Hence also the motive for continuing the 
"cold war," the possible termination of which throws 
the plutocracy into a cold sweat, and sends the highly 
sensitive stock markets into a tailspin. De Leon once 
wrote an editorial entitled ''Our Allies the Ultramon-
tanes." In the spirit of De Leon's editorial, and para-
phrasing its last paragraph, we may l\1ell say: " 'God 
:noves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform.' 
Unimaginahle as it niay seem to most, Stalinism has 
:ictually become the handmaid and ally of plutocratic 
capitalism!'' 
Trrn "vVTTHER Aw,w" INVENTION 
Closely related to Lenin's falsification of Marx is 
the distortion by the StaJinists of the phrase by Freder-
ick Engels: "The State is not abolished; it dies out." 
This very clear and simple statement by the co-founder 
of scientific Socialism has also heen distorted, if not by 
Lenin, then certainly by his successors and robot fol-
lowers. If here I allow for the possibility that Lenin 
may not have been guilty of distortion, it is because 
hngels wrote in German, and Lenin, of course, trans-
lated from the German. It is conceivable, if doubtful, 
that Lenin, writing in Russian, translated Engels cor-
rectly, and that Lenin's translators, in ignorance or by 
de~ign, mistrnnslated the 1)hrase. My own opinion is 
that this ctid not happen, but that -Lenin mistranslated 
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the phraise to read: "The State will not be abolished; 
it will wither away." (This is how it appears in the 
English translation of Lenin's "The State and Revo-
lution," though it.may he pointed out that the correct 
translation is given in Lenin's book: "The Teachings 
nf Karl l\1arY," namely, the State "dies out.") * 
Now, there is quite a difference between "dying 
out" and "w~thering away." The dying process may be 
a matter of days, at most weeks, but certainly years 
or decades do not pass before death . oc.curs. And when 
you are dead, you are, very dead, indeed! You just 
don't "wither'' any more. Engels in the originaJ Ger-
man wrote: "Der Staat wird nicht 'abgeschafft'; er 
!)tirbt ab." ln its context "er stirbt ab" means "it dies 
out." This is how it is translated by Marx's son-in-law: 
Dr. Edward Aveling, who translated Engels' "Social-
ism: Utopian and Scientific" (where the phrase oc-
rurs), and he did so under the direct supervision of 
the author, Frederick Engels, who had a perfect com-
mand of the -English language. And Engels' point in 
saying that "the State is not abolished\' seems clear 
enough. I le could only have meant that it is not abol-
ished by formal proclamation, but that, being rendered 
useles~ by the organized and triumphant proletariat, 
* The late Andrei Y. Vyshinsky, prosecutor in the purges of 
the 1930's and head of the Soviet Russia delegation to the 
United Nations, in his book, "The Law of the Soviet State," 
furnishes testimony to strengthen the contention that the 
Engels phrase was corrupted for deceptive purposes. In his in-
troduction to his book, Vyshinsky wrote: "Lenin emphasizes 
that the choice of the expression 'the state withers away' is 
very happy, in that it indicates both the gradual nature and 
the elemental character of the process." 
There we have it. Lenin seemingly did realize the signifi-
cance of miRtranslRting the Engels phrase, and did so for the 
reasons presenterl above. Vyshinsky has a good deal of strained 
rationalization to add to Lenin's quoted remark, which it 
would be interesting to consider here if space and other con-
side.:ations permitted. 
it dies a natural death, being superseded by the govern-
ment of the workers. As De Leon put it: "As the 
slough shed by the serpent that immediately appears 
in its new skin, the political State will have been shed, 
and society will simultaneously appear in its new ad-
ministrative garb ... the present political governments 
of counties, of states, aye, of the city on the Potomac 
herself, will tumble down, their places taken by the 
central and suborJinate administrative organs of the 
nation's industrial forces'' - that is, by the Socialist 
industrial unions, constituting the Socialist Industrial 
Union government. 
However, t8 return to the distortion of Engels' 
phrase, cigain we may ask: vVhy this distortion? And 
the answer mnst again he that an explanation was 
sought for ret:1in!ng the State, though Socialism was 
supposed to have been established in Russia. And the 
explanation w~s needed for a deceptive purpose. Now, 
we are not s:-i.ying that Lenin and his associates should 
~ave abolished the State out of hand immediately fol -
lowing the Bolshevik Revolution. Russia was oibviously 
not ready for Socia.lism. vVhat we do say is that it is 
false and criminally deceptive to claim that Socialism 
was established :ind prevails in Russia when manifestly 
it was not and d11es not, and we say that it is immoral 
and fraught with mischi ef and harm to the cause of 
proletarian emancipation to distort and falsify Marx 
and Marxism in order to bolster up the false claims. 
But it is obviously use] css to hold the Soviet bureau-
rratic masters to any standard of morality, not even 
the one they claim as their own. Trickery and duplicity, 
t rutal disregard of solemn pledges and contempt for 
all the common decencies are the outstanding charac-
teristics of these reactionarv anti-Marxists. 
GROWING Pmi\'ER oF THE SovrnT STATE 
Granted that a transition period was inescapable 
in Russia, and assuming that Lenin's successors were 
clear and honest :Marxists, it was to be expected that 
in the measure the economy of the country was built 
up, in step with technological development and the in-
cr~asing strength of the country, the State would have 
r.eased to hi::---or, in keeping with Marx's declaration 
that "where its organizing activity begins, where its 
proper aim, its soul, emerges, there Socialism casts 
away the political hull"--i.e., the political State. 
But let us look a bit closer at this "withering away" 
business on the Stalinists' own terms. Let us consider 
their unscientific theory of the State's "withering away" 
over a period of nearly half a century. According to 
their own contention, the "withering away" process 
should .have started following the taking over of the 
State machinery by the Bolsheviks, and logically it 
should have proceeded at an increased and ever in-
creasing tempo during the succeeding years. Can the 
neo-Stalinists pr11nt to any evidence of such a "wither-
ing away" process in Soviet Russia, not to mention the 
satellites? Can they show that the Russian State has 
weakened as a result of such a process? If not-and, 
of co11f'se, they cannot--are they not in fact rejecting 
their ">illy "withering away" theory, and have they 
not, then, on this score repudiated the arguments of 
their master, Lenin? These questions supply their own . 
answers. The fact is, as the SLP has pointed out again 
and again, and as is clearly evident even to the ca-sual 
observer, that the Russian despotic State is more pow-
erful, more all-embracing, more c~uel and brutally 
ruthless than ever. presenting a fair match for any 
despotic State in the bloody history of class rule over 
"iubjected ancl exploited masses. 
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5. Russia's Promise 
- - - and Performance 
vVhen the Bolshevik Revolution broke out, it was 
a.s if a fresh brce7.e blew through the civilized world. 
Though the SLP recognized at the very outset that So-
cialism could not possibly be established in a country 
so backward and amorphous as Russia, we neverthe-
less looked with eager hopefulness for great things to 
happen. For it \.Vas considered entirely possi1ble that 
the Bolshevik Revolution might give the impetus to 
revolutions ;n other important countries such as Ger-
many, Italy, France and some of the lesser European 
powers-an impetus which, before very long, might 
lead to the 01w1ri!zing of Socialist industrial unirms in 
highly indu:;triaJized nations, especially in Germany, 
Gr eat Britain anci the United States, with the logical 
consequences of such a development. In 1926 an of-
ficial document is!-;ucd by the Socialist Labor Party 
St?.ted: 
•'At the moment of the Russian Revolution 
the fate of the world hung in the balance. The So-
cialist Revolution seemed imminent in a number 
of European countries. A revolution might con-
ceivably even have swept the world. That the Rus-
sian Revolution should for the moment be looked 
upon as the forerunner of such an event was onlv 
natural. But Lefore long it was evident that the 
revolutionary wave \Vas subsiding and that the re-
action had reg-aine<l the saddle.n 
Germany, in particular, was expected to overthrow 
its capitalist class and join hands with Russia. The 
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thought of a Socialist Germany, with that country's 
high industrial development, forming an alliance with 
Soviet Russia, stirred the minds and hearts of De 
Leonist men and 'vomen. The scared, yet ever cunning 
capitalist~ of the 'Vest had the same thought, but the 
thought 'vas not one to give them joy! There was a 
rising revolutionary tide in defeated Germany and the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire, and notably in Germany 
there were clearheaded and resolute Marxian Social-
ists who sought to turn the war into a social revolu-
tion. Outstanding among these were Karl Lietbknecht 
and Rosa Luxemburg. But both were foully murdered 
by Noske, the "hangman" of the German Social D emo-
cratic government, then headed by the weak and ig-
norant Ebert and the contcmpti1ble Scheidemann, who 
-like the Social Democratic reformers everywhcre-
came to the rescue of beleaguered capitalism and saw it 
· safely through the crisis. And that ended the dream 
of an extension of the Russian Revolution beyond its 
then borders. 'Vithin a few years Lenin proclaimed 
the so-called ' 'New. Economic Policy" (NEP), which 
he frankly acknowledged as a "step backward"-as 
partial restoration of capitalist policies and practices 
in Soviet Russia. 
But there wus great enthusiasm, and hopes soared 
~mrnediately following the Bolshevik Revolution. The 
dream of the ages, it was felt, was about to be realized 
-the dream of a world without slavery and exploita-
tion; a \Vorld of peace, plenty and freedom; a world 
of transcendent beauty and harmony. · 
Kmwsr-rcHEv's I?\'DICTMENT 
Thi" was the hope and the promise of the Bol-
shevik Revolu~ion to the eventual fulfillment of which 
1-enin :ind his co-workers, however humanly erring, . 
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had dedicated themselves, and for which they sacri-
ficed themselyes with selfless devotion. But, as far as 
Soviet Russia \Vas concerned, -how was that promise 
eventually fulfilled? \Ve ha.Ve the answer in the crimen 
committed again-;t Socialism, against the Russian work-
ers and, indeed, against the workers of the whole 
world, by the rr~onstcr Stalin and his criminal hench· 
men and mindless followers. That Stalin was an arch. 
criminal was pointed out long ago by the SLP, but, for 
ubvious rearnns, never in such detail as supplied by 
Khrushchev in his speech delivered at the 20th Con-
~ress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
Feb. 25, 1956. Here, in harrowing detail, were re-
vealed the crimes committed by Stalin and Stalinism 
(which included Khrushchev & Co.) ; here was con-
firmed, on · highest Soviet Russian authority, the in-
dictment ma de over the years by the Socialist Labor 
Party. vVe all remember the revelation of the brutal 
crimes committed by Stalin and his obedient hench-
men. Here are a few catalogued by Khrushchev: 
''He [Stalin] discarded the Leninist method of 
convincing and educating; he abandoned the method 
of ideological struggle for that of administrative vio-
lence, mass repressions, and terror." Again: " ... he 
often cho5c the path of repression and ·physical anni .. 
hilation, not only against . actual enemies, but also 
against individuals who had not committed any crimes 
against the r~trty and the Soviet government." Again: 
''It became apparent that many party, Soviet and eco-
nomic activists who were branded in 1937-38 as 
'enemies' were actually never enemies, spies, wreckers, 
etc., but were always honest Communists; they were 
only so stigmatized, and often, no longer aible to bear 
barbaric tortures, they charged themselves (at the or-
der of the investigating judges-falsifiers) with all 
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kinds of grave and unlikely crimes ... of the I 39 
members and candicfates of the party's Central Com-
mittee wh0 ,,..ere elected at the 18th Congress, 9 8 
persons, i.e., 70 per cent, were arrested and shot 
(mostly in 1q37-38) ." 
Referring to the Stalin terror, Khrushchev charged 
that "this terror was actually directed, not at the rem-
nants of the dcf eatecl exploiting classes, but against 
honest workers of the party and of the Soviet State; 
against them i,vcre made lying, slanderous and absurd 
accusations ... " And just one more item from Khrush-
('.hev's repon: '' l\1 any thousands of honest and inno-
cent Communists have died as a result of this mon-
strous falsification of such 'cases,' as a result of the 
fact that all kinds of slanderous 'confessions' were ac-
cepted, and as a result of the practice of forcing accu-
sations against oneself and others." 
KHRusncnEv I\ . rn Co. SHARED THE GurLT 
And where was Khrushchev while all this was 
going on? He was in the forefront of those who car-
ried out the orders of the savage beast, Stalin, as were 
most of the leaders who constituted part of the 
audience on that historic occasion in February, I 9 5 6 ! 
In convicting Stalin as a master criminal he, in effect, 
convicted himself and his associates as murderers and 
assassins of innocent people. One has to go ba.ck to the 
Catholic Inquisition (or perhaps to that other mad 
monster, Hitler) to find anything comparable to· this 
orgy of violence and hloodshed-and, at that, the In-
C]Uisition and Hitler might be crowded to second and 
third places! , 
Proceeding in his indictment of Stalin, Khrushchev 
tore to tatters the military reputation of the sadistic 
despot, proving him ignorant of military science and in-
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ciifferent to the situation at the front which, Khrushchev 
charged. "he never visited." Nevertheless, he inter-
fered with those who knew their business, "which 
fKhrushchev charged] could not but help but result in 
huge personnel losses." And so on, ad infinitum, ad 
natHeam. 
This was in I 9 5 6. In I 9 5 7 Khrushchev sings an-
other tune. In his address delivered at the commemora-
tion of the 4oth anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion he again sang Stalin's praises, calling him the "ded-
icated Mar~ist-Leninist and stalwart revolutionary 
Stalin," and rebuked "those who would slander 
Stalin ... " ! In ~hort, Stalinism is again in the saddle 
in Soviet Russia and in the satellite countries, with 
Khrushchev speaking and acting just like his Jate 
master and mentor, an<l quite logically so, since des-
potism naturally demands dictators. * 
This, then, is how the high promise of the Lenin 
Bolshevik Revolution has been fulfilled. That revolu-
tion was succeeded by a counter-revolution developing 
into a brutal dictatorship, with a ruling class as ruth-
iess as any in history, as ruthless as any plutocratic 
regime. 
But, someone 'vill ask, haven't Soviet Russia's 
rulers perforP1e<l mirac1es in developing the country's 
economy from. its crude, a.lmost primitive stage at the 
time of the re\rolution to its present phenomenal tech-
nological state? And the still devout worshipers of the 
Hussian dictatorship triumphantly assert that "Social-
ism'' has demonstrated its superiority over capitalism 
by creating intercontinental 1ballistic missiles and send-
* For an exposure of Stalin's ignorance of Marxian eco-
nomics, and his stupid and brazen falsification of Marxian 
science, see the SLP pamphlet, "De Leonist Milestones," 
pp. 24-33. 
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ing Sputniks hurtling through outer space; etc., etc. 
Certainly, there is no denying the phenomenal indus-
trial and techno1ogical development in .Russia. It does 
c;eem like a miracle. But, we must ask ourselves, how 
wac; that "miracle" achieved? Ave, there's the rub I 
Capitalism developed slowly- through several hun-
dred years. The development was accompanied by 
hrutality and at the cost of countless human lives. But 
that happened to be the path social evolution took, and 
in the circumstances it appeared to 1be the only one 
possible. In any case, that was and has always been 
the way of ruling classes everywhere. It took England 
some 300 years to develop fully industrially; it took 
the United States some r 50 years, Germany less than 
r oo years, and Japan little more than 7 5 years to 
develop to their present heights. It has taken Soviet 
Hussia 4 o years. As will be noted, the duration is in a 
Jescending scale-from England's 300 years to Rm-
sia's 40 years. Each country benefited by the experience 
and development of the countries that attained a higher 
stage-Russia less so because initially Bolshevik Rus-
sia offere<l no opportunity for the investment of) foreign 
rapital. Ho-vv, then, did Russia solve this problem, and 
get to where she is today? By the utmost brutal disre-
gard of human Jives, literally sacrificed in the process. 
The industrialization of Russia was forced-if millions 
of Russian ·wnrkers and peasants died of starvation 
and brut~.l treatment, why, it was all in a good cause! 
Didn't the end justify the means? 
"PROGRESS" VIA SLAVERY 
Now, Russia. was supposed to be a "Socialist," a 
"civilized" country. Socialism and Socialists condemn 
brutality and mass murders, whatever the end. We 
leave s~ch to capitalism and capitalists. It is false, 
then, to credit "Socialist" superiority with an achieve-
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ment nhat was due to barbarian and un-Socialist 
methods. 
Moreover, Russia is not unique in having accom-
plished vvhat it has, and by the methods employed. 
Ancient societies, for example, proceeded simila.rly, 
and accomplished feats through slave labor that some-
times keep m wondl~ riP.g hmv they did it. The feats 
were accomplished because human lives-that is, the 
livec; of the slaves-were sacrificed ruthlessly and in 
complete disregard of humane considerations. A Ger-
man author has recentlv reminded us that to build the 
Cheops pyramid in Egypt required the labor of I 00,-
000 slaves in twenty-one years. He tells us that "they 
handled no less than two and a half million huge blocks 
of dressed stone, some of them weighing I 50 tons." 
This gives us an approximation of what can be ac-
complished when lives of human beings mean infinitely 
less than the material they work with. It helps us, I 
think, to understand why and how Russia reached its 
present technological eminence, especially if we keep 
1bcfore us the picture of the monstrous Stalin and his 
fellow criminals during by far the greater part of the 
last 40 years. 
No, let us hear no more nonsense about what "So-
cialism" has achieved in Russia. What has been accom-
plished there technologically has nothing at all to do 
with Socialism. To be sure, there can be no Socialism 
without a high industrial development, but obviously 
there can be a high industrial development without So-
cialism. For proof of that we need only look at our 
own United States of America. The .. Russian workers 
have paid in blood and tears (under the lash of the 
merciless whip of as crass a dictatorship as any in the 
past) for whatever technological · progress the Soviet 
Union has achieved. But they will never reap the bene-
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fits of their achievement until they rid themselves of 
that dictatorship and the pirate crew which wields it 
over them. 
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6. The Answer-De Leonism 
The Russian dictators are locked with Western 
capitalism in a desperate struggle for supremacy, but 
it is a struggle, not between Socialism and capitalism, 
but between two ruling-class rivals. The stakes are 
enormous, the prizes are fabulous. From the Marxist 
viewpoint it is of little moment who wins, for both 
camps are retrogressing toward industrial feudalism, 
the inescapable alternative to Socialism. Both claim 
that their respective working classes are enjoying a 
high degree of well-being, though one may possess a 
few gadgets more than the other. But even if the 
claims were well founded, the workers are still wage 
slaves: and a slave in gold chains is still a slave in 
chains. True freedom the workers of both countries 
lack1 and :both groups of workers are being despoiled 
of the major frrnts of their labor. Freedom in affluence 
and peace is what they crave and must have if social 
progress is to proceed toward the tO\vering heights en-
vi sionecl by Marx and De Leon and all true Socialists. 
Co-ExISTENCE-FoR CONTINUED ExPLOITATIO~ 
Co-existence is a phrase much in use these days. 
Co-existence between capitalism and Socialism is impos-
sibie. The two systems are based on diametrically op-
posed and irreconcilable principles. It is quite other-
wise with ruling-class ·systems, even if at times they 
are at war with one another. 
It is, then, altogether pro.hable that the two im-
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perialisms may come to terms. The Russian dictators 
h<nre long preached co-existence. And why not? Con-
tending ruling classes have settled for less than the 
whole hog before. The American plutocracy is now 
also beginning to view "co-existence" as a desirable 
possibility, especially since they have become fully 
aware of the technological achievements of Soviet 
Rus<>ia. Not so long ago one of America's 50 top-
ranking plutocrats, Cyrus S. Eaton, made a strong 
plea for peace fol ' 1co-existence," in an article published 
in the New York Herald Tribune (Nov. 8, 1957) 
under the alluring title, "Let's Meet the Soviets Half-
Wav." Editoriallv the Herald Tribune commended Mr. 
Eaton (whom th~ paper called "that rare combination 
of tycoon and philosopher") for his "thoughtful com-
ments," which, the paper said, "should be worth the 
study of all Americans." Fortifying himself against 
accusations of being a "Communist" ( ! ) , Mr. Eaton 
wrote: "I don~t suppose you'd find anyone in the world 
more dedicated to capitalism and democracy than I 
am.'' Urging conferences 'i\:ith the Russian dictators, 
he said: "T think you'll find the average businessm'an, 
connected with industry, realizes as keenly as I do that 
World "Tar III would be the destruction of mankind." 
\Vith which we can all agree! And he added: "Cer-
tainly anyone who is a capitalist ought to. go for it 
[that is, holding such conferences ]-because in a war 
all the material accumulations of the past would go. 
One hydrogen bomb would lay this great [New 
York] cit~r in rubble." . 
The Herald Tribune's editorial was headed: "A 
Soviet Hanj of Friendship" - and the paper wasn't 
being ~arcastic either l The two imperialisms ·would 
~ave no trouble at aJI reaching a modus vivendi, and 
their working classes be damned I 
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THE AMORAL, ANTI-SOCIA LIST GAME 
In their foreign policy the Soviet autocrats are 
playing the ruling-class game for all it is worth. We 
have recentl~1 witnessc-'. d a typical example of thi s in 
the phonv Turkish-Syrian crisis which they created, 
a <;ituation thnt easi]y could have flamed into a war on 
a large scale, and perhaps deYeloped into World vVar 
III. The question may well be asked why they tried 
to emulate \fr. Dulles in the art of "brinkmanship." 
At this <;tage there can be no pat answer to that ques-
tion, but it is not precluded that it was done to distract 
the attention ·of the Russian masses from their domes-
tic miseries and excite them through the "foreign 
danger" trick traditionally invoked by tyrants every-
where and at all times. James l\1 adison, our fourth 
President, long ago summarized the trick in these 
words: 
"A standing military force, with an overgrown 
Executive will not long be safe companions to 
liberty. The means of defense against foreign 
danger have been always the instruments of tyr-
anny at home. Among the Romans it was a stand-
ing maxim to excite war whenever a revolt was ap-
prehended. Throughout all Europe, the armies 
kept up under the pretext of defending, have en-
slav:~d the people. It is perhaps questionable 
whether the best concerted system of absolute 
power in Europe could maintain itself in a situa-
tion where no alarms of external danger could 
tame the people to the domestic yoke." 
Certainly, it wouJd not be beyond the unprincipled 
Russian imperialists to play such a typical "Russian 
roulette" game! 
Another example of their unscrupulous war-in~iting 
foreign policy is their arousing of primitive Arab 
tribalism against Israel, a State which-leaving aside 
the folly of this artificial State's having been created 
in the first place by \Vestei;n imperialism-is thus far 
the only fairly civilized oa.s1s in a desert of barbarism. 
By pursuing these imperialist policies, the Russian 
rulers-from their avowed, but false Socialist premises 
-again convict themselves as traitors to Socialism and 
the cause of working-class emancipation. But, since 
their alleged Socialist premises are, in fact, false to a 
monstrous degree~ we may content ourselves by saying 
that in these and similar respects they are simply act-
ing in the tradition of all ruling-class bandits. 
* 
I have thought it appropriate to review these ques-
tions, these terrifying prospects, in the light of De 
Leonism, for as never before it is clear, at least to us, 
that there is no salvation for the human race and for 
such civilization as we have attained, except through 
application of the principles and program formulated 
for the working class by the genius of Daniel De Leon. 
As never before De Leon stands as the symbol of 
world peace, universal affiuence, and international 
working-class emancipation. Socialist Industrial Union-
ism, and its administrative extension, the Socialist In-
dustrial Union government, alone hold hope for the 
human race. And this hope rests securely on the_ capa-
city of the "vorking class to effect its own emancipation, 
the condition for all future progress. De Leon used to 
say that the instinct of the working class is sound, and 
he had complete faith in this instinct's asserting itself 
correctly in the fullness of time. This, then, is our fact-
founded, rockbound faith, this is our unwavering pur-
pose to which we rededicate ourselves on each suc-
ceeding De Leon commemoration. Whatever the 
travail, whatever the delays, whatever the obstacles, 
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the day will surely come-if the madmen do not blow 
the globe to dust-when the working class will settle 
its accm.~nts with the past and with present usurpation, 
be it Western or Soviet imperialism. And, when the 
workers shall at last have come into their own, the 
term "working class" will cease to have any meaning, 
for there will no longer be classes, and the political 
State will have been consigned to the limbo of outworn 
and forgotten things. On that day man will have 
initiated the happy society of the future, the Socialist 
Industrial Republic, wherein shall be crowned the so-
cial good with universal brotherhood. 
(The end.) 
APPENDIX 
Insignificant is the power of the lead 
that was made into bullets compared 
with the power of the lead that was 
transformed into the printed word. 
-Georg Brandes 
"The Russian Situation" 
Nowhere is the Socialist Labor Party's prescience 
more conclusively demonstrated than in the accompany-
ing article on "The Russian Situation," iby Arnold 
Petersen, the Party's National Secretary since r 9 r 4. 
The a.rticle was written a few weeks after the 
October Revolution and was published in the WEEKLY 
PEOPLE, Nov. 24, r 9 r 7. As the author later explain-
ed (WEEKLY PEOPLE, Jan. 19, 1924), it was intended 
only as ".a brief and sketchy outline of the Russian Bol-
shevik Revolution." But its immediate effect was to 
produce widespread discussion. Well-grounded Marx-
ists, conceding the facts, agreed that the reasoning and 
conclusions were sound. They welcomed the article 1as 
a timely and scientific appraisal of a great historic 
~vent. 
Sentimentalists, however, who were carried away 
by the flood of emotionalism proceeding from Russia, 
and the former SP-ites and ex-W obiblies who were to 
become America's burlesque bolsheviki, assailed the 
National Secretary and falsely accused him of "con-
demning" the Russian Revolution and the Russian revo-
lutionists. · 
But time and events have given ample vindication. 
4.S 
"Brief and sketchy" though the article is, it applies the 
basic touchstones and reaches fundamental conclusions 
that are unassail1aible. 
-Eric Hass 
Editor, WEEKLY PEOPLE 
* 
(WEEKLY PEOPLE, November 24, 1917) 
Events in Russia. furnish one of the most profound 
lessons in Socialist teaching and tactics. Up-to-date So-
cialism declares : 
I. Socialism is not possible until-
( a) Capitalism has developed to a. point where all 
the essential forces of production have been developed, 
centralized and coordinated, and--
(b) The exploited proletariat has divested itself 
of the notion that the interests of the two main classes 
in society are identical, and that this system of produc-
tion is God-ordained and the only possible one. 
2. Socialism is not possiible, even in a highly devel-
oped capitalist country, until the working class organ-
izes as a class into industrial unions (in contradistinc-
tion to the existing craft unions), for the express 
purpose of overthrowing the existing order, supplanting 
the political State by the industrial representative coun-
cils of the vwrkers. ("The government of persons is 
replaced by the administration of things."-Engels.) 
Political organization of the workers is indispensable 
in this proces·s. 
RUSSIA IN 1917 
.Applying this test to Russia, several facts leap into 
prominence. In the first place, Russia as a whole is 
woefully behind in capitalist development. By far the 
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majority of the population is composed of pea·sants, a 
large number of whom are illiterate, and wholly ig-
norant a.s regards the Olbject of the la.bor movement 
and the nature of the social revolution. Consequently, 
not only is the material groundwork for Socialism 
lacking, but the human element-a dassconscious pro-
letariat-is largely absent. 
Last, but not least, the industrial proletariat is · not 
-so far as we are able to learn-organized in indus-
trial unions, the condition sine qua non of the Socialist 
Republic. 
THF. BOLSHEVIK PARADOX 
The revolutionary element now in control in Russia 
(the Bolsheviki) - though a comparatively small 
minority - is aggressive and up to a certain point 
clear, i.e., so far as the relation between the capitalist 
class and. the proletariat is concerned. But the very 
clearness of their vision is under the circumstances the 
very cause of their weakness. This sounds pairadoxical, 
but bearing in mind the condition outlined in the fore-
going, it must be clear that at the present time their 
social program has not a ghost of a chance of success. 
Yet, they cannot honestly snbscri:be to the program of 
the Kerensky element - seeing that this element, what-
ever its protestations, and possibly good intentions -
·is bent on a war "to the finish," at the same time allying 
itself with the interests of the bourgeoisie. So long as 
the Bolshevik [element] was in oppositon it was doing 
excellent agitational work. Now that it is in power it 
faces failure. The day of its victory was the day of its 
defeat. 
Russia presents one of the sa.ddest spectacles in 
human history. Here is a high-spirited, noble race 
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~aught betwixt a stunted growth at home and an over-
developed capitalism abroad. If it continues fighting, 
the young democracy may be strangled, as war and 
democracy in the present circumstances a.re incompat-
ible. If it ceases fighting against Germany, the Allies 
may turn against it, thus compelling it to fight for and 
together with< the detestaible German autocracy; that is, 
going from 1bad to worse. 
The hope of Russia lies in an early general peace. 
But even then the fruits of the Russian Revolution can 
only be gathered if social revolution takes place in the 
leading capitali·st countries of the world, ending this 
miserable system of production, and establishing the 
Socialist Cooperative Commonwealth. For, while it is 
true that Russia cannot take the lead in social revolu-
tion and esta1blish Socialism as an example for the world 
to follow, it can and will follow suit when social revo-
lution has succeeded in the leading capitalist countries. 
\V lSHFUL REASONING 
There are those who believe that Socialism can be 
established in Russia now, despite its backward eco-
nomic development, and the argument advanced is that 
every country need not necessarily go through all the 
phases of capitalist development. A parallel is sought 
in biology by the exponents of this idea. They say that 
it is no more necessary for a country to go through this 
development than it is for a child to pass through all 
the stages of the dev~lopment of the human race. 
It is extremely dangerous to reason by analogy, 
especially when analogies are sought !between the 'bi-
ological and the social struggles. Those anti-Socialists 
who attempted to justify the jungle conditions of so-
ciety by the "survival of the fittest" struggle in nature 
came seriously to grief. 
Though i_t is true that not every country need ne-
cessarily go through all the phases of capitalist devel-
opment, that admission does not mean that Russia can 
independently leap the chasm of its present mixture of 
primitive communism and retarded industrialism into 
the Socialist Republic. But with the rest of the world 
organized into industrial commonwealths, common-
wealths where the ownership of the means of produc-
tion, etc., is actually vested in the producers, it is alto-
gether reasonable to suppose that countries such as 
Russia may finish their economic development under a 
general world regime of Socialism, and with the aid 
of the workers in the various countries. To suppose 
that Rus~ia can independently and separately lead the 
world in Socialism is to suppose that the tail can wag 
the dog. 
" SOCIALISM ls HOPE OF HUMANITY 
Pathetic as is the spectacle of Russia at prese.nt, 
and hopele·ss as the cause of the Bolsheviki may ibe at 
present, there is no cause for despair either over Russia 
or over Socialism. Socialism must be, will be the next 
step .in social organization, unless the vi'Orld is to recede 
into bat1harisrr.. and absolute despotism. And thinking 
people refuse to believe that possible. 
Capitalism holds nothing in store for the masses 
except renewed and intensified misery and exploitation, 
and a recurrence of the awful worldwide slaughter. 
The civilized mind recoils at this gha·stly spectacle. 
Unless the past is a monstrous joke, the race will 
set about to build that new society which the soul of 
Russia is so passionately ·yearning for. And upon the 
working clas·s devolves the tremendous task. Industrial 
organization of the working class is the absolutely in-
dispensable groundwork for this society. The Socialist 
Labor Party points the way. 
The dawn of tomorrow, red with the blood spilt 
in this war, to use an expression of Brandes', will bring 
the fulfi11ment of the dream of New Rus·sia. Let us 
mean.while labor har<l and wait. 
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STALINIST CORRUPTION OF MARXISM 
A Study in M3.chiavellian D.np1idty 
By Arnold Petersen 
A documentary record of the corruption and !betrayal of Ma.rxisrn by 
the Stalinist bureaJUCTa.Cy. Leading up to ithe Stalin-Hitler pad of 
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DANIEL DE LEON: SOCIAL ARCHITECT 
By Arnold Petersen 
An analysis and history of De Leon's many con-
tributions to social science. The first volume of a 
thorough study of De Leon as the foremost Social-
ist of modern times. And, because of the period 
and field covered, an analysis and history of the 
modern labor movement. 
This book is "must" reading for all students of 
Soci1alism. It presents the true story of De Leon 
and the Socialist Labor Party and refutes the many 
lies and distortions in the "histories" of s ·ocialism 
written by false Socia:lists and academ\c "histori-
ans" who went to the enemies of Soci!alism for 
their material. 
320 pages, illustrated 
Cloth, $2.50, postpaid 
PROLETARIAN DEMOCRACY vs. 
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By Arnold Petersen 
A scholarly presentation of De Leon's contribution to Marx-
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with ·a new one." 
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